Metabolic Tumor Volume Metrics in Lymphoma.
Although visual assessment using the Deauville criteria is strongly recommended by guidelines for treatment response monitoring in all FDG-avid lymphoma histologies, the high rate of false-positives and concerns about interobserver variability have motivated the development of quantitative tools to facilitate objective measurement of tumor response in both routine and clinical trial settings. Imaging studies using functional quantitative measures play a significant role in profiling oncologic processes. These quantitative metrics allow for objective end points in multicenter clinical trials. However, the standardization of imaging procedures including image acquisition parameters, reconstruction and analytic measures, and validation of these methods are essential to enable an individualized treatment approach. A robust quality control program associated with the inclusion of proper scanner calibration, cross-calibration with dose calibrators and across other scanners is required for accurate quantitative measurements. In this section, we will review the technical and methodological considerations related to PET-derived quantitative metrics and the relevant published data to emphasize the potential value of these metrics in the prediction of patient prognosis in lymphoma.